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Abstract: Generalized joint hypermobility (GJH) is highly prevalent among patients diagnosed 

with chronic pain. When GJH is accompanied by pain in $4 joints over a period $3 months 

in the absence of other conditions that cause chronic pain, the hypermobility syndrome (HMS) 

may be diagnosed. In addition, GJH is also a clinical sign that is frequently present in heredi-

tary diseases of the connective tissue, such as the Marfan syndrome, osteogenesis imperfecta, 

and the Ehlers–Danlos syndrome. However, within the Ehlers–Danlos spectrum, a similar 

subcategory of patients having similar clinical features as HMS but lacking a specific genetic 

profile was identified: Ehlers–Danlos syndrome hypermobility type (EDS-HT). Researchers and 

clinicians have struggled for decades with the highly diverse clinical presentation within the 

HMS and EDS-HT phenotypes (Challenge 1) and the lack of understanding of the pathological 

mechanisms that underlie the development of pain and its persistence (Challenge 2). In addi-

tion, within the HMS/EDS-HT phenotype, there is a high prevalence of psychosocial factors, 

which again presents a difficult issue that needs to be addressed (Challenge 3). Despite recent 

scientific advances, many obstacles for clinical care and research still remain. To gain further 

insight into the phenotype of HMS/EDS-HT and its mechanisms, clearer descriptions of these 

populations should be made available. Future research and clinical care should revise and cre-

ate consensus on the diagnostic criteria for HMS/EDS-HT (Solution 1), account for clinical 

heterogeneity by the classification of subtypes within the HMS/EDS-HT spectrum (Solution 2), 

and create a clinical core set (Solution 3).

Keywords: chronic musculoskeletal pain, generalized joint hypermobility, hypermobility 

syndrome, Ehlers–Danlos hypermobility type

Introduction
In 1967, the first scientific observation on the association between chronic muscu-

loskeletal pain and hypermobile joints, also known as generalized joint hypermo-

bility (GJH), was documented.1,2 The presence of GJH is traditionally scored by the 

Beighton score. The Beighton score is a standardized test consisting of five clinical 

maneuvers performed bilaterally, in which a positive score in $4 joints indicates the 

presence of GJH. When GJH is accompanied by chronic musculoskeletal pain, last-

ing for longer than 3 months in $4 joints, hypermobility syndrome (HMS) may be 

diagnosed. A prevalence rate of 41% has been reported initially by Kirk et al2,3 for 

HMS, whereas in later publications, the prevalence ranged between 2% and 89%.4 

Pain is often characterized from mild to severe, in the absence of any other condition 

that could account for the chronic musculoskeletal pain.5 The diagnosis of HMS is 

derived from the Brighton criteria, a valid set of clinical criteria and morphological 

features in terms of concurrent validity6 and reproducibility (Table 1: left panel).7 
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The clinical presentation of HMS not only encompasses 

the combination of pain and GJH (major criteria) but also 

includes abnormalities in other body structures such as the 

skin (hyperextensibility and smooth, velvety skin), marfanoid 

habitus, and other signs of connective tissue laxity (minor 

criteria).3,5,8 HMS may be established when a patient is posi-

tive on two major criteria, one major with two minor criteria, 

four minor criteria, or two minor when a first-degree relative 

is affected by HMS (Table 1).

When considering the multisystemic nature of HMS, it 

shows overlap with other hereditary diseases of the connec-

tive tissue (HDCT) such as the Marfan syndrome, osteogen-

esis imperfecta, Loeys–Dietz syndrome, or Ehlers–Danlos 

syndrome (classical and vascular type).9–11 These serious 

and sometimes life-threatening conditions have, besides the 

high incidence of GJH, also highly recognizable clinical 

features such as aortic dilatation. Within the Ehlers–Danlos 

phenotype, a subgroup of patients who shared the same 

clinical features but also lacked specific genetic profiles, 

also known as Ehlers–Danlos syndrome hypermobility type 

(EDS-HT), was identified.12 The diagnosis of EDS-HT is 

based on the Villefranche criteria (Table 1: right panel). 

Within the Villefranche criteria, the presence of GJH (Beigh-

ton score $5) is also a major criterion, as is the presence 

of hyperextensible, smooth, and velvety skin.8 There are 

differences between the diagnostic criteria for HMS and 

EDS-HT. In the Villefranche criteria, the emphasis is focused 

on laxity in terms of GJH (at a cutoff level of $5 instead  

of $4) and skin hyperextensibility. In contrast to the Brighton 

criteria, less emphasis is put on chronic musculoskeletal 

pain, joint dislocations, and morphological features such as 

marfanoid habitus or varicose veins.5 Despite the differences 

in diagnostic criteria, the similarities between conditions 

have created the notion that both HMS and EDS-HT may 

constitute the same pathological entity. In contradiction 

to the before-mentioned HDCT, both HMS and EDS-HT 

lack specific genetic profiles by which the diagnosis can be 

confirmed.3,9

GJH is a prevalent clinical characteristic that is present in 

2%–57% of the healthy population6 and is dependent on age, 

sex, and ethnicity.3,13 Not all individuals with GJH develop 

chronic complaints. It has been estimated that among indi-

viduals with GJH (when accounting for age, ethnicity, and 

current diagnostic criteria), approximately 3.3% of women 

and 0.6% of men will develop chronic complaints in terms 

of HMS/EDS-HT.2,3,14 However, these incidence rates may 

be underestimated due to the general unawareness of clini-

cians regarding GJH-related chronic pain4,15 and due to the 

lack of consensus on the operationalization of measures 

within the diagnostic criteria for HMS/EDS-HT.10 For some, 

the nature of complaints is temporary and for others, GJH 

is even a predisposition for high-level athletic performance 

(eg, dance, martial arts, and gymnastics).3,16,17 Similarly, 

in these individuals, dysfunctions are present in terms of 

muscle weakness, pain, fatigue, psychological distress, and 

sometimes even mild disability. These individuals succeed 

in keeping the condition manageable and may even excel 

in human performance.16,18,19 The reasons why individuals 

with GJH develop complaints remain elusive and are highly 

debated.

When considering the highly prevalent nature of GJH and 

the potential severity of disability that it is associated with 

Table 1 Brighton and villefranche diagnostic criteria

Hypermobility syndrome Ehlers–Danlos (hypermobility type)

Brighton criteria Villefranche criteria
Major criteria
 Generalized joint hypermobility (Beighton score $4: currently or historically) Generalized joint hypermobility (Beighton score $5)
 Arthralgia ($4 joints, $3 months) Skin involvement (hyperextensibility; smooth, soft, 

and velvety skin)
Minor criteria
 Beighton scores of 1, 2, and 3 (0, 1, 2, or 3 if aged $50 years) Recurring joint dislocations
  Arthralgia in 1, 2, or 3 joints or back pain, spondylosis, spondylolysis, or  

spondylolisthesis
Chronic joint and limb pain ($3 months)

  Dislocation/subluxation in more than one joint, or in one joint on more than one  
occasion

Positive family history

 Soft tissue rheumatism: .3 lesions (eg, epicondylitis, tenosynovitis, bursitis)
  Marfanoid habitus: tall, slim, span/height ratio .1.03, upper: lower segment  

ratio ,0.89, arachnodactyly
 Abnormal skin: striae, hyperextensibility, thin skin, papyraceous scarring
 eye signs: drooping eyelids or myopia or antimongoloid slant
 varicose veins, hernia, or uterine/rectal prolapse
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HMS and EDS-HT, it remains surprising that these diagnoses 

are often overlooked and often not even considered. Patients 

tend to search for years within the medical system before a 

diagnosis is established.4 In children, late diagnosis might 

even add to the severity of complaints and disability at later 

ages.3,20,21 Even within society, the diagnoses of HMS and 

EDS-HT are often received with skepticism and disbelieved 

due to lack of awareness of these diseases, which further adds 

to the suffering of patients. In addition, the absence of objec-

tive diagnostic markers also adds to the societal unawareness 

for these individuals.

The first objective of this topical review is to provide 

an overview of the major challenges within hypermobility-

related patient care and research, focusing on chronic pain. 

The second objective is to propose and describe potential 

solutions for the development of more accurate diagnostic 

procedures and more effective treatment.

Part 1: challenges
Challenge 1: clinical heterogeneity  
and subtypes
From a diagnostic perspective, only one type of HMS/EDS-

HT was historically distinguished.22 When considering the 

highly prevalent nature of GJH, and the (estimated) incidence 

rate of HMS/EDS-HT, not all subjects with GJH become 

patients. It has been acknowledged that one of the trademarks 

of HMS/EDS-HT is the clinical heterogeneity;23 however, 

this can be problematic for clinicians during diagnosis and 

treatment.4 The presence of clinical heterogeneity could 

imply the existence of subtypes within the spectrum of HMS/

EDS-HT (Figure 1).24,25

For some, GJH is not seen as a clinical sign that is associ-

ated with disease. GJH is highly prevalent among athletes, 

dancers, martial artists, and gymnasts, as also among other 

professionals in performing arts, such as musicians.26 

Although these groups are more at risk of developing muscu-

loskeletal pain, they are still able to demonstrate high levels 

of physical performance and motor control. This group can 

be designated as “copers.”16 Copers can be defined as subjects 

with GJH, but without chronic musculoskeletal complaints 

lasting longer than 3 months. However, this does not neces-

sarily indicate that these individuals are symptom free.

High-performance athletes are more susceptible to mus-

culoskeletal injury, in general, due to performance-related 

trauma or overload (strain injury).27 Although high levels 

of physical performance alone could account for a higher 

injury rate,18 among individuals with GJH, profound effects 

on health status,16–18 in terms of musculoskeletal pain, 

fatigue, deconditioning, and psychological distress, have 

been reported.16–18 Although these individuals spent a lot of 

effort on physical training, GJH was still associated with 

decreased muscle strength and endurance, as well as lower 

functional capacities.16,17 Although continuous musculoskel-

etal complaints seem to be present, they are less profound and 

more periodically present. The strategies on how “copers” 

manage these complaints and maintain functional status 

Hypermobility syndrome/Ehlers–Danlos (hypermobility type)  

Copers
• High-level physical
   performance
• Incidental pain
• GJH: increased risk of
   injury  

Systemic
• Disability
• Chronic pain
• Multisystemic 
   involvement
• High level of psychological
   distress 

Others (unknown)
• Disability
• Chronic pain
• Deconditioning
• Psychological distress
   (primary)
• Mixed forms 

• Ehlers–Danlos syndrome
• Marfan syndrome
• Osteogenesis imperfecta

Hereditary disease of
 connective tissue

Chronic pain spectrum

GJH-related disorders Non-GJH-related disorders

Figure 1 Clinical heterogeneity.
Abbreviation: GJH, generalized joint hypermobility.
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remain  elusive but could be vital for the understanding on 

why some individuals develop chronicity.

Among patients with HMS/EDS-HT, distinct subgroups 

have been identified in the clinical presentation in which 

nonmusculoskeletal symptoms are dominant: dysautonomia, 

intestinal complaints, reflux, and other organ-related 

dysfunction.28,29 In this group, musculoskeletal pain and 

psychological distress were also significantly higher. This 

group could be designated as “systemic.”25

Although not all patients do present systemic symptoms, 

the remaining patients are characterized by a mixture of psy-

chological and biomechanical factors that could be related 

to pain; however, evidence is still very limited.

In general, literature does seem to indicate the existence 

of subtypes within the HMS/EDS-HT phenotype. However, 

the literature does have limitations, as the information avail-

able is only limited to the existence of specific clusters of 

symptoms/patient characteristics and not all included subjects 

were categorized into one single cluster. This may imply the 

existence of other subtypes. In addition, when considering 

the clinical heterogeneity, sample sizes were small. Further 

research in larger populations is essential.

Challenge 2: lacking evidence on 
pathological mechanism
Although many theories have been proposed  regarding 

why individuals with GJH develop chronic pain, no single 

pathophysiological model has been identified. The fol- 

lowing paragraph discusses the most dominant theories 

(Figure 2).

Biomechanical and physical determinants  
of musculoskeletal pain
The primary hypothesis regarding the development of mus-

culoskeletal complaints is localized biomechanical over-

load during activity, with a high risk of repetitive trauma.3 

Neurological
factors 

Psychosocial
factors 

Biomechanical
factors 

Pathways

Anxiety Joint instabilityDeconditioning

Altered motor
control 

Central nervous 
system upregulation 

Pain-related fear Muscle weakness
Connective tissue

laxity: GJH 

Decreased
cardiovascular 

capacity 

Nonphysiological 
motor patterns

Proprioceptive
inacuity 

Generalized
hyperalgesia 

Physical fitness

Musculoskeletal pain

Figure 2 Potential pathways of chronic pain in GJH-related disorders.
Abbreviation: GJH, generalized joint hypermobility.
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Generalized joint instability may cause the occurrence of 

microtraumas on joint surfaces, leading to adaptation and 

compensation of movement patterns, consequently causing 

overload in other areas of the movement apparatus.30

Recent evidence in subjects with GJH proves that wal- 

king patterns are different.31–34 In children and adults, mea-

sures of joint stability, for instance, of the trunk and head, 

have shown decreased lateral joint stability.33 However, 

different stabilization strategies (kinetic patterns) have also 

been shown.31,32,34,35 In children36 with nonsymptomatic GJH, 

only deviations in gait kinematics were observed in terms 

of lowered joint momentum of the lower extremity. Similar 

findings were also shown in adults.37 Moreover, altered 

neuromuscular activation patterns have been reported.1,38 

These findings support the assumption that GJH has direct 

consequences for joint biomechanics; however, the clinical 

importance of these findings remains unknown. In HMS 

and EDS-HT, nonphysiological gate patterns (absolute 

comparisons: spatiotemporal, kinematics, and kinetics) 

have been demonstrated in children and adults. These 

patterns were not consistent and a high variability among 

patients was present.31,32,34,35 In addition, soft tissue laxity 

could also contribute to localized biomechanical overload 

of tendons and other soft tissue structures.39,40 Although 

it is assumed that soft-tissue laxity is an important factor 

for both GJH and the observed musculoskeletal pain, only 

limited evidence is available.

Another important factor within the biomechanical 

pathway in HMS/EDS-HT patients may be proprioceptive 

inacuity, which has been suggested to be important for 

the occurrence of gait abnormalities and musculoskeletal 

pain.3,41 Proprioception provides the brain with positional 

information, originating from joint capsules and tendons, 

which is of importance for automated processes such as joint 

stabilization.41 However, the importance of proprioceptive 

inacuity in relation to musculoskeletal pain, as for the occur-

rence of gait abnormalities, remains unknown.  Associations 

between reduced joint forces and musculoskeletal fatigue 

have been established; however, most studies are of 

cross-sectional nature with high variability in terms of 

both biomechanical determinants and musculoskeletal 

complaints.

Although evidence is inconclusive, it can be assumed 

that biomechanical factors do play a role in the pathological 

mechanism leading to the development of complaints. The 

exact mechanism and its consequences are unclear and may 

even be population specific (GJH in elite sports versus other 

populations with GJH).

Deconditioning
In children and adults with HMS, preventing and reduc-

ing deconditioning is currently the rationale for physi-

cal interventions. Enhancing physical fitness, in terms 

of endurance and muscle strength training, are effective 

treatment strategies for pain reduction.3,20 Overuse injuries 

occur with minimal provocation and may lead to activity 

impairment to preserve joints. This results in “pay later” 

behavior for participating in certain activities, character-

ized by overactivity, followed by underactivity to recover. 

Consequently, there is a downward spiral of less activity 

due to fear and more pain with less provocation, leading 

to deconditioning.42

Muscle weakness was observed in not only HMS/EDS- 

HT patients30,43–46 but also among subjects with GJH 

without chronic musculoskeletal pain.16,17 The presence of 

decreased muscle strength in high-level athletes with GJH 

indicates that muscle weakness is not solely the result of 

deconditioning.16,17,46 The amount of force a muscle can 

generate is dependent not only on the contraction force 

of muscle fibers but also on the elasticity of tendons and 

intrinsic muscle structures.39 The elasticity of the connective 

tissue within muscle structures is important for the transfer 

of muscle force, from contracting fibers and fascia through 

tendons and joints. Before joint momentum can be gener-

ated, the elasticity has to be overcome, which leads to loss 

of some amount of the generated muscle force. Although 

connective tissue laxity cannot be directly influenced by 

physical training, it could be hypothesized that some degree 

of muscle weakness is a natural phenomenon.16,47 Rombaut 

et al39 confirmed the existence of increased tendon laxity, 

which is in line with the assumption that altered structural 

integrity of connective tissue is an independent factor that 

explains some of the observed muscle weakness. When com-

paring the differences in muscle strength between subjects 

with HMS/EDS-HT and those with nonsymptomatic GJH, 

subjects diagnosed with HMS/EDS-HT have higher levels 

of muscle weakness. These observations might imply that 

pain negatively interferes with muscle testing in patients with 

chronic pain. However, it could also imply that decondition-

ing could be explained by the difference between HMS/

EDS-HT and nonsymptomatic GJH.3,16,17,47

In addition, other factors such as proprioception41 and 

reflex inhibition48 have also been implicated as factors caus-

ing reduced muscle strength.49 In adults with EDS-HT, muscle 

atrophy has been observed, which might not only affect 

muscle strength but may also decrease the amount of proprio-

ceptive fibers, with a negative effect on proprioception.44
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Reduced endurance has also been demonstrated in both 

HMS/EDS-HT and nonsymptomatic forms of GJH.16,45 

However, its contribution to the development of chronic pain 

or functional decline is unclear. Cardiovascular function is 

dependent on the efficiency of the movement apparatus to 

convert energy into sustained momentum; still, much is 

unclear on its importance for this specific group of patients. 

Systematic disruption of homeostatic function, such as 

downregulated metabolism, blood pressure instability, 

and gastric intestinal dysfunction, have been documented. 

Cardiovascular dysfunction could be related to the extent of 

the multisystemic problems that are frequently seen in this 

category of patients.3,21,28,29

Neurological mechanisms
The presence of generalized hyperalgesia in adult patients 

with EDS-HT has been described recently.50 Subjects with 

EDS-HT had considerably lower pressure thresholds in 

symptomatic and asymptomatic areas, compared to healthy 

controls. Similar results have been shown in subjects 

diagnosed with HMS.51 It was hypothesized that central-

oriented upregulating processes are present within the 

central nervous system. Due to centralized sensitization, 

subjects with HMS/EDS-HT may be more susceptible to 

pain and fatigue. Recently, signs of upregulation of the 

central nervous system were found in individuals diag-

nosed with HMS.15 Furthermore, in patients with HMS 

and EDS-HT, a reduced effectiveness of (lidocaine-based) 

analgesia was observed,52 which is also in line with the 

central nervous system upregulation. In addition, more 

severe pain medications such as opiates are frequently 

prescribed, but still, these patients can experience high 

levels of pain and discomfort.53 In concurrence with this 

discussion, other literature on chronic pain has also identi-

fied a role of central nervous system sensitization in the 

chronicity of pain.54

The reasons for why upregulation of brain sensitivity does 

occur in patients with HMS and EDS-HT are unknown. This 

could be a time-dependent process in which pain sensitivity 

thresholds become lowered as pain flare-ups occur, until the 

point that only minimal provocation will cause a central-

oriented pain response. Pain becomes chronic from a neuro-

logical origin. Although these observations were recorded in 

a cross-sectional study, it was hypothesized that the process 

of pain-induced central nervous system upregulation could 

cause the onset of chronicity. If central sensitization is an 

adaptation of the central nervous system to counter adverse 

events due to joint instability (and the lack of proprioceptive 

feedback), this adaptation could be viewed as a compensatory 

mechanism and might even be protective.

To date, much is unclear on the role of the central ner-

vous system in this group of patients in terms of the clinical 

relevance of lowered pain thresholds, as well as treatment 

with medication.

Challenge 3: psychosocial determinants 
of musculoskeletal pain
HMS can lead to considerable impairments in daily life 

functioning. However, the impact of HMS on daily life per-

formance seems not solely explained by a person’s level of 

hypermobility. Higher Beighton scores alone do not automat-

ically account for more impairments in daily life functioning. 

As in other chronic pain syndromes, it seems that apart from 

biomedical factors, psychosocial factors also contribute to a 

person’s eventual level of disability. In the literature on adult 

chronic pain, the fear-avoidance model has been introduced 

to explain the disabling role of pain-related fear55 and has 

been confirmed by numerous studies.55–57 It states that highly 

fearful persons who tend to think in terms of catastrophes will 

avoid activities they perceive as harmful or pain provoking. 

In the long term, this avoidance behavior can result in dis-

ability and depression, further fueling the vicious circle of 

disabling musculoskeletal pain. This disabling effect of 

pain-related fear on the ability to perform physical activities/

movements has recently also been confirmed in adolescents 

with pain.58,59 In highly anxious adolescents, anxiety instead 

of pain appeared to be associated with restrictions in social 

and physical functioning.60

It could be that pain-related fear will also have an accu-

mulating disabling effect in hypermobile persons with pain. 

In case of a new onset of musculoskeletal pain, fear of pain 

will trigger avoidance of painful muscle contractions, lead-

ing to submaximal muscle performance. For persons with 

joint hypermobility, submaximal muscle performance will, 

however, have the immediate negative consequence that 

their compensation mechanism, essential for joint stability, 

will fail. Functional consequences, as impaired balance and 

lower balance confidence, will further fuel fear of movement 

and catastrophizing thoughts about pain and vice versa. In 

fearful hypermobile patients, a painful stimulus can thus, in 

the very short term, lead to a high level of disability, depres-

sion, and disuse.

The high prevalence scores of both anxiety and joint 

hypermobility in patients with musculoskeletal pain could 

indicate that this hypothesized mechanism may explain dis-

ability in a substantial subgroup of patients. A finding that 
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seems to support a common pathway for hypermobility and 

anxiety is an increased prevalence score for joint hypermobil-

ity in patient populations with other anxiety-related problems. 

Thus, 61.8% of patients with a panic disorder appeared to 

be hypermobile.61 In a recent cohort study, persons with 

joint hypermobility had an increased risk for developing a 

panic disorder or simple phobia.62 In addition, the severity 

of joint hypermobility and anxiety even appeared positively 

associated.16,62 Whether fear of injury is indeed associated 

with the occurrence of hypermobility and whether both 

phenomena indeed negatively interact with disabling conse-

quences for daily life functioning are currently unknown.

Part 2: potential solutions  
and topics for further research
For clinicians, the diagnostic process can be viewed as 

challenging due to the current diagnostic criteria and due to 

the complex patient profiles. The lack of standardization for 

some of the main clinical features (pain and connective tissue 

laxity) and the lack of inclusion of other important clinical 

trademarks of HMS and EDS-HT are the most frequently 

mentioned problems in clinical practice. In addition to 

the issues regarding diagnostics, the lack of consensus on 

treatment or guidelines on which treatment can be tailored 

is also problematic. Even for experienced physicians, it 

remains hard to correctly identify patients and to determine 

which factors should be modified to get positive treatment 

outcomes. Increasing recognition of this specific phenotype 

of musculoskeletal pain would be the first, and an essential, 

step enabling the development of new and more effective 

 treatment programs. This could be achieved by revising 

diagnostic criteria and establishing international consensus 

(Solution 1), accounting for clinical heterogeneity (Solution 2), 

and development of a clinical core set (Solution 3).

Solution 1: revising diagnostic criteria  
and establishing international consensus
Currently, the diagnostic criteria for GJH, HMS, and EDS-HT 

are highly debated, with uncertainty for researchers, clinicians, 

and patients. Although these diagnostic criteria have been 

in place for decades, there are still many controversies 

surrounding these criteria, which are still not addressed.23

It is assumed that GJH is an expression of generalized 

connective tissue laxity, in which joint capsules, ligaments, 

tendons, and muscle structures are hyperextensible.4,22,47 

Therefore, in both HMS and EDS-HT, the presence of GJH 

according to the Brighton criteria is a primary clinical fea-

ture (Table 1). The Beighton score is considered the golden 

standard from infancy to old age and has been the most 

used instrument to classify GJH. Although several studies 

confirmed good psychometric characteristics in terms of 

reliability and face validity, there is considerable variation 

among the test procedures described. This variation concerns 

not only the practical instruction of how to perform the vari-

ous tests but, more importantly, also the cutoff level for a 

positive test and the definition of GJH.63 It remains unclear 

which cutoff level is the most appropriate. In the current 

classification, a score of $4 is considered to be the minimum 

level for GJH, independent of age, sex, and ethnicity.6 Other 

scores of $5, $6, and $7 have also been suggested; never-

theless, the validity of these cutoff values is debated. Recent 

studies have shown that a Beighton score of $6 at the age of 

10 years is a predictor for pain recurrence and persistence 

at 14 years,64–66 and a Beighton score of $6 at the age of 

14 years is a predictor for general pain at 18 years of age.67 

This would suggest that higher cutoff scores of $5 would be 

more appropriate. However, with increasing age, joint laxity 

decreases, which may imply that a cutoff level of $4 may be 

more appropriate.68 In addition, sex- and ethnicity-specific 

effects on joint laxity have been documented and should 

also be incorporated into the classification of GJH. Within 

the current diagnostic criteria, no such distinction is made. 

Furthermore, there is little knowledge on the natural course 

of GJH with increasing age, which also complicates clinical 

diagnostic procedures.

Similarly, other features of connective tissue laxity have 

been suggested for incorporation in the diagnostic process, 

such as the involvement of the skin (hyperelasticity, soft 

silk-like skin, scarring, and bruising), multisystemic dysfunc-

tion (obstipation, incontinence, gastrointestinal pain, and 

reflux), and blood vessel hyperelasticity (low blood pres-

sure, orthostatic intolerance, and dysautonomia). Currently, 

only skin features are incorporated in the diagnostic criteria 

for HMS and EDS-HT. These measures of skin elasticity 

and morphological features are not well documented and 

also lack standardization, despite the availability of more 

objective measures and clearer descriptions of the disease-

specific deviation of skin morphology in HMS and EDS-HT 

patients.69,70

Pain and fatigue are considered to be the most prevalent 

and dominant symptoms in HMS and EDS-HT. However, 

only arthralgia is included as a diagnostic measure. 

Regarding pain, only the number of pain locations and the 

duration have been considered, without a specified method of 

assessment. When considering the dominance of pain within 

this phenotype, the use of more standardized pain measures 
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is warranted. Other aspects of pain, in terms of severity, may 

be beneficial when considering the diagnosis of HMS and 

EDS-HT. The addition of fatigue to the diagnostic criteria 

may also be beneficial, as it is considered one of the most 

disabling HMS-related complaints by many patients.71

There is much discussion on the overlap between the 

diagnostic criteria for HMS and EDS-HT. When comparing 

both Brighton and Villefranche criteria, there seems to be 

considerable overlap between both phenotypes.12 It has been 

suggested that both diagnoses may be synonymous; it still 

may be that the pathways that cause the onset of pain and 

functional decline are different. However, when considering 

the potential existence of subtypes within both HMS and 

EDS-HT, one might consider the usefulness of having two 

different classification systems for a disease that is character-

ized by large heterogeneity in clinical presentation. Although 

many authors, clinicians, and research faculties have stressed 

the need for a revision of the diagnostic criteria, no changes 

in the diagnostic criteria have been considered yet.

Solution 2: accounting for clinical 
heterogeneity
It has been recognized that the heterogeneity of clinical mani-

festation of HMS/EDS-HT and related syndromes proves to 

be problematic. Patients can differ in terms of morphological 

features and severity of complaints; complaints may occur 

episodically with minimal provocation or may even migrate 

through the human movement apparatus. The variability 

in the clinical presentation might also be one of the defining 

trademarks. Using subgroup classifications, the variability 

could be reduced and even may result in more possibilities 

for effective disease management. However, currently only 

limited information on the different types of subgroups is 

available and no formal subclassification can be made. Future 

research may focus on the identification of subgroups in 

disability needing differentiated forms of treatment. As has 

been done before for back pain, identification of subgroups in 

disability (for back pain based on the STarTBack Tool) can 

lead to the possibility of providing a stepped-care approach 

in the treatment for HMS/EDS-HT based on the level of 

subject disability.

Solution 3: development of clinical  
core set
The incidence of GJH and HMS fluctuates around the 

world due to the impact of ethnicity, age, and differences 

in diagnostic criteria and procedures. To compare patients 

from different environments (topological, social), with 

different genetic backgrounds, and influenced by various 

psychosocial factors, a standardized set of clinical measures 

with adequate psychometric properties should be available. 

This will not only enable clinicians and researchers to 

compare results around the world, it can eventually lead to 

potential improvement in patient care. The development of 

a clinical core set would enable creation of disease-specific 

reference values.

Currently, there is great abundance of generic clinical 

measures that are being used within research; therefore, the 

use of a common framework seems to be recommended. 

The International Classification of Functioning (ICF) could 

serve as the basic framework for the development of a clinical 

core set for adults, whereas the International Classification 

of Functioning for Child and Youth (ICF-CY) would be 

more suitable for children and youth. The ICF/ICF-CY is a 

multidimensional model of functioning, with participation 

as the key construct.72,73 This model provides a framework 

to describe limitations associated with a person’s individual 

functioning and identifies the influencing personal and 

environmental factors. It has logical coherent content, aids 

in determining classification and effective decision making, 

and is easily adopted in rehabilitation service.74

The content of measures that could be included within 

the core set should 1) span all dimensions of the ICF/

ICF-CY (body structures and functioning, activity and 

participation, as well as personal and environmental issues), 

2) include a combination of objective measures and subjec-

tive (self-report) measures,75 3) contain measures that not 

only have good psychometric properties (reproducibility, 

validity, and responsiveness) but also should be able to cope 

with cross-cultural aspects of psychometric  quality ( culture, 

language), 4) be easy to use within clinical  practice, 

independent of the setting in which it is being used, 5) be 

embedded into a clinical decision model/treatment regime 

to monitor the progression of the disease or treatment 

effects, and 6) distinguish between disabled patients and 

high-level performance athletes, as they may have other 

clinical profiles and may have musculoskeletal injury of a 

different nature.

From this core set, not only can disease progression be 

monitored, but also patient profiles and trajectories may be 

derived. Patient profiles could reduce clinical heterogeneity 

and more clearly identify patients, in addition to enabling 

future research investigating the predictive value for 

functional decline and musculoskeletal injury. This would 

enable early detection and may even prevent the onset of 

chronicity.
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However, before such a data set can be developed or 

implemented, international consensus on diagnostics with 

a generic core set is indicated. Support is needed from the 

scientific community, as well as from clinicians (from all 

involved disciplines) and patients.

Conclusion
When considering the accumulation of knowledge and GJH-

related syndromes, much has been discovered and even more 

crucial questions have been identified. HMS and EDS-HT 

are multifactorial diseases that affect all levels of human 

functioning. Dysfunction can be the result of chronic pain 

but also due to multisystemic involvement, psychological 

distress, and related disability. How chronic pain and multi-

systemic deficits come into effect and interact with each other 

is currently unknown. The specific problems associated with 

the GJH-related syndromes, as compared to other chronic 

pain syndromes, are still challenging for most physicians 

and other health personnel due to many issues surrounding 

etiology, disease classification, diagnostics, and treatment. 

To develop new innovative ways of treating chronic pain, 

interdisciplinary cooperation should be stimulated and issues 

concerning clinical heterogeneity, disease classification, and 

diagnostics should be addressed. In addition, lessons learned 

from other fields of chronic pain management should be 

considered.
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